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Hi folks. Good Wednesday to you. Today is July 24, 2019. And as it is the case on all Wednesdays, we 
want to bring you a new trading idea to take a look at. Just on top of that, I got a couple of little training 
tidbits for you as well today. One of them sort of segues into our trade for today. The other one is just 
an interesting opportunity for some of us here to maybe make up to $250 with no risk. This is an 
opportunity that just recently popped up for those of you on the tastyworks trading platform. I am 
aware, I do know that not all of us are using tastyworks as our brokerage account platform. That's 
absolutely fine. Whoever you use, that's a absolutely fine, not an issue. But if you are on the tastyworks 
trading platform, there is an interesting opportunity that I would simply be remiss if I didn't share with 
you.

Even if you're not on the tastyworks platform, there's some ideas here maybe that you can use in your 
virtual trading account to maybe get some experience and some trading strategies basically applied 
without putting any money at risk. If you do have a tastyworks' trading account, there's a website that 
you can go to today. It's just simply challenge.tastyworks.com. Go to challenge.tastyworks.com and 
you'll pull up this link right here. It has a registration page on there. You put your information in there 
and you can log in. This is obviously for new or existing customers. If you have one, you just simply 
would login to your account down there with your username and password. You register for this 
program and here's what it is. They call it a trading challenge. I guess you could call it a contest or a 
promotion, they call it a trading challenge.

It's an opportunity to make up to $250 in a two session trading window. So in two days, you have the 
opportunity to make up to $250 risk-free. There's always nice opportunities to learn through virtual 
trading. Very rarely do we get the opportunity to make real profits on a risk-free basis and that's what 
this is. Real quickly, the rules that I will give you is that it is for two days. It's for two trading sessions. 
They're going to give you $5,000 in a virtual trading account to go trade with. Whatever profits you 
make with that $5,000 in two days, you get to keep the real profits. You get to keep the real money up 
to $250. Now, a couple of the rules that you have to follow, there are no options that you can use in this 
trading contest. You do have to use an equity underlying, which would be obviously either a stock or an 
ETF. You can buy them, you can short them. You can go long, you can go short, but you can't use 
options.

You have a two day window here. Obviously the math on this is pretty simple. If you want to make $250 
of actual cold hard cash on this, which obviously would be the goal on a $5,000 account, that's gonna be 
about a 5% move that you're going to need to experience in a couple of days to be able to do that. 
Again, 250 bucks, I'd like to put $250 in your pocket. It's not going to be a enough for any of us to buy 
our own island in the Bahamas and retire on, but it's also better than a poke in the eye with a sharp stick 
and it's a nice opportunity to do it on a risk-free basis in a virtual account setting.

How do you do that? What would you do in a two day window. Once you log into this and you register, 
the next time that you open up your tastyworks trading platform, you're gonna see a little window pop 
up and it says, "Okay, when do you want to start your two day window?" You can defer this. You can 
decide when the two day window starts. I would recommend that you look for something that is going 
to move, something that is fairly active. What determines or what helps an underlying be very active, 
well some kind of a news announcement, some kind of an earnings report is generally a good thing to 
look at in regards to that. There's a whole bunch of things right now that you could go trade.
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Number one, the stock market in general just tends to move one to two and a half percent a day. 
Strategy number one, you could simply register for this contest. Go look at the SPY, that's the ETF that 
tracks the overall S&P 500, look at your technical analysis, see what you think the current short-term 
trend of the market is and either buy some shares or short some shares of SPY, hold it for two days and 
that might be an opportunity to find your 5% return. I would also recommend that you go look at some 
activity this week in things that are having some announcements. BA, Boeing, just announced earnings 
today this morning and they were below expectations so Boeing is moving down right now in the 
premarkets. Facebook just was hit with a $5 billion privacy fine so Facebook is moving in the premarket. 
Twitter is reporting their earnings. Tesla is coming out with their earnings after the market today. 
Amazon reports on the 25th. Beyond Meat, BYND, is reporting on the 29th. You might want to take a 
look at some of these.

You can almost do a binary trade where you say, "Hey, you know this is going to report earnings. The 
minute it reports, I'm going to try to jump onto the trend, ride that trend." Whatever you want to do, it's 
just a nice, interesting experience for you to go out and trade in a risk-free environment with the actual 
opportunity to go make a couple hundred bucks, up to 250 bucks on a risk-free basis. If you are a 
tastyworks platform trader, go ahead and register on that. It is challenge.tastyworks.com. All right.

Second thing that I wanted to share with you today is a idea. It is a strategy that a lot of day traders use 
called regression to the mean. This will lead us into our trading idea for today. Oh, one quick thing that I 
did just want to add to that in terms of trading platforms, there is a website 
discountbrokereducation.com. It just came out and listed the top discount brokers for 2019. tastyworks 
did lead that list here, but there's a list on here of the top brokers out there and. You can check that out. 
If you're looking to contrast and compare brokers, take a look at that. I know that in some parts of the 
world, some countries, tastyworks has not rolled out its trading platform yet. It is continuing to add 
different countries to that list so you might want to check out some of these links on here. If you are 
looking at picking and choosing a different broker, check that out. All right.

Let's talk about regression to the mean trading. All right, so regression to the mean trading. It is a 
strategy that's very popular with short-term traders. Day traders use this quite frequently or traders that 
are trading for a very short-term period of time. These two bands that I have right here, this band right 
down here, this band up here, these are called Bollinger Bands. This is on Netflix. I just picked something 
that's pretty active, something that moves around quite a bit. The Bollinger Bands basically tell us from 
this center line, which is where the average price of this stock is... So this is the 14 day right here. This is 
the 14 day average price of whatever underlying we happen to be looking at. And these two outer bands 
are designating a two standard deviation move away from that average price. As you know, a rubber 
band stretched eventually returns to its original dimensions. Stocks and underlying assets generally tend 
to trade in the same manner.

Things may trend in an upward or a downward manner or sideways for that matter, but generally 
speaking, when you see an underlying move more than a two standard deviation distance away from its 
mean or its average price point, there is usually a high probability that it will snap back from that level. 
The real simple idea here with regression to the mean trading is that when... In this case again, we're 
just looking at Netflix as an example here, but when you touch the top band, when you have a two 
standard deviation move to the top side, you would short Netflix. And when you have a two standard 
deviation move on the bottom side, you would buy Netflix. And when it hits the top band, you short it 
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and then you would buy it. Here's another buy signal. There's another shorting single. There's a buy 
signal and there's a buy signal. There's a shorting signal, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera.

Right now, just incidentally right now, Netflix is flashing would be a buy signal on this regression to the 
mean approach. The idea again is that things tend to move in somewhat predictable patterns when they 
have a outsized move originally and that's what the Bollinger Bands are looking at. This revision to the 
mean trading, it now allows us... We're not day traders obviously, but allows us to take this idea of 
regression to the mean and apply it to a... maybe a little bit higher sophisticated strategy which is 
referred to as pairs trading.

I want to just talk briefly about pairs trading, what it is, how it works, what it does. This is one of my very 
favorite strategies. Pairs trading is a powerful way to trade. We can put this trade together in a trade 
that looks like an iron condor. It's not technically an iron condor. Some people call them iron condors. If 
you want to call it an iron condor, I'm okay with that. Technically it's not an iron condor, it's called a 
pairs trade. The idea with pairs trades is that there are certain underlyings that while they are separate 
and distinct tend to move in lockstep. They tend to move in the same sort of ebb and flow patterns. 
Every once in a while, you'll see that pattern break where one of them is sort of having that regression 
to the mean move. They're pushing way further out of that Bollinger Band area than the other 
underlying is. The idea is that we want a short one and buy the other in anticipation of this regression to 
the mean and in anticipation of them coming back in line.

Now, one of the biggest pairs trades right now is gold and silver. That has been the biggest pairs trade in 
the market today. You can see [inaudible 00:13:07] on top is gold. I do have Bollinger bands on that. 
Here's gold on top. Here's silver on the bottom. While they obviously are very different prices and very 
different asset classes, they do obviously... They're both precious metals and they tend to move sort of 
in lockstep or tandem with each other, but every once in a while that ratio will get out of whack. 
Recently that ratio got out of whack with silver, where gold had had a fairly decent rally and silver had 
actually not only not participated in that rally, but it had actually gone in the inverse direction.

It actually dropped while gold was strengthening and so the pairs trade that had been just happened 
just in these last few weeks in the marketplace, the number one pairs trade in the marketplace, was you 
wanted to come in here and buy silver. You wanted to go long silver at the low price and you wanted to 
short gold at the top price in anticipation of that revision to the mean, meaning that gold had a higher 
probability of coming down, silver had a higher probability of going up.

Now in our trading, we don't go long underlying assets. We don't short underlying assets because those 
are non-definable risks. We don't know what the risk is when we buy a stock or when we short it. We 
use predefined risk trades, which is the iron condor that's done through trading. Same principle would 
apply here. We would probably have sold the vertical puts on the silver and sold the vertical calls on the 
gold in anticipation of this revision to the mean. If we were to see gold continue to rally, push above 
that Bollinger Band where we would start to lose money on our call leg that we sold, the idea is that 
silver would more than make up for that. It would spring back faster more than the gold would go up 
and we would make that money plus some back on the silver side. Conversely, if a silver continued to 
drop and we started to lose money on our puts, hopefully gold would drop even more in anticipation of 
that revision to the mean, and we would make that more than up on this particular leg. So this is the 
idea, this is pairs trading.
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Now, the reason that I share that with you here is that really the new pairs trade that has replaced gold 
and silver in the market today, the number one pairs trade that we're seeing today, is the actual markets 
themselves. It has to do with the Qs and the IWM. These are both underlyings that we have traded in 
the past. The Qs are obviously the Nasdaq and the IWM is the Russell 2000. And again, as you can see 
here, overall markets, they do tend to trend in similar fashions and they do sort of look very similar if 
you were to overlay these charts on top of each other, but they do diverge from time to time. We've had 
a big divergence here in the Russell and the Qs, the Nasdaq, where the Nasdaq is up here bouncing 
along all time highs. The Nasdaq is as high of priced, it is as pricey as it has ever been. Both our 
fundamental and technical analysis is implying that the Nasdaq is about 23% overvalued.

Now again, one of the most powerful wise sayings that you can ever remember in the stock market is 
that the stock market can stay irrational much longer than you or I can stay solvent. That's always the 
case. Just because the market is overvalued right now does not mean that it cannot get even more 
overvalued or that it cannot stay overvalued for a very long extended period of time. But regardless, 
right now we're seeing that the Nasdaq is pushing up to all time highs. It's very, very expensive, while 
the Russel has basically backed off of its all time highs here and is actually trading at a more reasonable 
level. So the pairs trade, if you will, that most people are putting on right now is they are buying the 
Russell and they are shorting the Nasdaq.

Now in our case, we would use options to do that. So in our case we would sell the call leg up here on 
the Qs. We would buy... or sell the put leg down here on the IWM. That's not technically an iron condor. 
It looks like an iron condor. It smells like an iron condor. It has the same structure in that we are selling a 
vertical call leg up here. We are selling a vertical put leg down here. We're creating a cashflow zone 
where as long as this stays above the puts and this stays below the calls, anywhere in that range we 
make money. It sounds like and it certainly looks like, an iron condor, the problem is... or I guess the 
issue is that we're doing those two legs on two separate underlying assets. It kind of looks like, smells 
like, acts like an iron condor, but it's not really one.

In our case, the way we're going to approach that, because we do focus... This whole program is based 
on iron condors. We're simply going to do the call leg. We're going to look at doing the call leg here on 
the Qs and hope that we do get that revision to the mean. So if we did a a call leg, say up here on the Qs 
and then waited to see if we could get a revision to the mean, to the call... to maybe the Qs coming 
down somewhere in this range and then come in later and put in the put leg down here, that would be a 
nice way to leg into this trade. So we will be trading today in our example of the Qs, the QQQs. We've 
straightened them several times right now. Let's go ahead and look at putting a structure together right 
now on those.

Okay. So once again, we are looking at putting in just the call leg, just the top leg, of our Qs trade here. 
This is going to be a little bit longer duration trade that we are going to anticipate or hope on two events 
taking place. Number one, probably an early exit. We may go out a couple of months on this trade with 
the anticipation of closing it out in about 30 days. Also, we would obviously hope that we could get a 
little bit of a retracement here in the Qs and be able to put in a put leg as well. You're not giving you 
generally double your profit potential when we do that, but we should be able to add incrementally 
something like 30 to 50% of whatever our initial profit potential is, add 30 to 50% to that.

This is going to be sort of a step-by-step trade. We are looking at doing the Qs here though. Let's go 
ahead and jump in and look at building a trade on this. This is the trade here that we are looking at. 
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You'll notice these little lines, these little dotted lines here, there is our one standard deviation move on 
this trade. There would be a two standard deviation move. We're looking at right on this one standard 
deviation move line here. Those are the 207s. So again, on our charts here, that's kind of where we're 
looking at is putting in a 207 level. We are at all time highs right now on the Qs. Revision to the mean 
does says that this should be a pretty high probability trade, about an 83% probability of profit on the 
trade, 96% probability that we can get out early in this trade with at least 50% of the profit potential of 
the trade. That would be both a high probability trade and a nice profit potential trade as well as we 
look at it.

We are looking at the September 20th expiration. Those are 58 days out. Again, we would look at an exit 
probably around the 30 day mark on that. We are selling the 207 calls and buying back the 210s. So 
selling the 207s, buying back the 210s. I'm looking here because we did get a lot of that capital back 
from our Amazon trade that we closed out profitably last week. Just by the way, a quick note on that as 
we continue to work on adjustments on the Amazon and the BAC trade, Amazon is a reporting here 
tomorrow, the 25th, after the bell, so we should see some movement there in Amazon and then give us 
the, again, the ability to get back in and look at continuing to do some more adjustments and trades on 
Amazon.

Bank of America, as we mentioned, has sort of found this new trading zone here after it reported 
earnings. We're not going to touch... We're not coming back in to touch the bank of America trade until 
after the end of this month of July. At the end of this month, we have the big, big, big announcement 
from Jerome Powell and the Federal Reserve on interest rates. The anticipation is that there's a 100% 
chance we'll get a cut in interest rates. The debate is a little bit over between whether it's going to be a 
quarter point or a half a point. We'll see what that looks like, but of course that has an adverse. Lower 
interest rates hurts banks because it cuts their margins, their profit margins. So we've got this 
dichotomy here where Bank of America just reported amazing earnings and it shot up to this higher 
trading range, but now we've got the Federal Reserve coming in here at the end of the month. Once that 
shakes out, we'll get back into continuing to generate some trades on Bank of America. After earnings, 
we'll look at Amazon.

But back to our current trade of QQQs, we are looking at this high, high, high probability trade here. I am 
showing as we look at this right now... And again, so anyway, I have a... I'm going to do eight contracts in 
my situation. That is a fairly... That's a pretty big order relative to what I usually demonstrate or usually 
show. I usually like to try to keep those around a $,000, but this is about a $2,200 trade, bringing about 
$157 on that credit. I believe that's about an eight or so percent rate of return, that would be 45% 
annualized. But again, remember we're going to probably try to get out of this early and we're going to 
try to add the put leg into it as well.

It should really be the best of both worlds. It should give us a high potential rate of return with a really, 
really high probability of success. I'm looking at it right now. The net price is a credit of 20 cents, mid 
price would be 21. These are usually pretty tight spreads on the Qs, so I don't know if I'm going to get 
21. We'll give it a shot here and send that. I did get a fill at 21 so that is my transaction. That is my trade. 
If you take a look at that, there's the fill on that trade. You can see the fill there. So I did go, let me 
grab... Let's just look at that a little closer there. Again, it's the QQQs that we are trading. I got filled at a 
21 cent credit. The trade itself, I used eight contracts. Of course, you want to scale and position sizes 
accordingly, but we are using the September 20th expiration. We're just doing the call leg. We're selling 
the 207 calls, buying back the 210s.
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There's your trading ideas for today folks. Have a great trading week. Right now, we don't really have 
any adjustments or anything necessary to address in our current positions. If we do going forward here 
this week, we will obviously let you know. We do have one expiration here are that is coming up in our 
portfolio, which is our GLD trade. GLD does expire here on Friday. Right now, looking very profitable. 
Everything else is doing its job as well. Obviously we're not making any money on our insurance right 
now, but that could change as the market is topping out, so we'll continue to watch that as well. Have a 
great trading week folks and we'll talk to you soon.
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